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ABSTRACT

An effect leading to a decrease of perturbations of Microwave Background Radiation

after recombination epoch is investigated. Behaviour of correlation functions for null geodesies

flow enables one to evaluate the role of this effect based purely on geometrical and topological

properties of the Universe. Possible anisotropy of MwB to open Friedmannian Universe is shown

to decrease due to this effect to a level far below present experimental accuracy. The fractal

nature of the large scale structure of the Universe is also discussed.
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1. Introduction

The Cosmic Microwave Background (Belie) Radiation

(MwB) Is one of those fundamental observational facts

which determine our present knowledge on the early

evolution of the Universe. The features of MwB are the

carriers of fingerprints of various physical phenomena

occurred both before and after the epoch of recombination

(z=a000)- One of these main properties is its high level

isotropy.

Below we consider an effect determined purely by

global geometrical and topological properties of the

Universe and leading to decrease of small perturbations of

MwB after last scattering (at z=1000).Du« to this effect

the present level of anisotropy of MwB in open

Friedmannian Universe can be the same on opposite

directions of the aky though that regions can be causally

disconnected.

In our present study we essentially proceed from the

results of ersodic theory [11 previously used by us for

side class of astrophysical and cosmological problems (see

e.g.[2,3]).Mention some of those results being of

particular interest for quantum cosmology. The

investigation of the universe as a dynamical system in

Hheeler-DeWitt superspace show* that the present state of

the Dniverse could bav« originated from infinite number of

different initial conditions, the restoration of which is

practically impossible now [41. Violation of

CPT-invarlance in certain physical processes (an

experimental test) in typical universe was also shown

[5].From the rigorous analysis of the geometry of

superspace (namely the hyperbolicity of geodesic flow) a

general conclusion follows [6]:the properties of

minisuperspace models are non-typical respect to that of

superspace ones and, moreover the semiclassical

approximation on superspace cannot be a proper limit for

quantum cosmological problem (preliminary results for



DeWitt aetrlc In the case of homogeneous Universes were
obtained earlier [7]).

As It follows fro* ergodic theory for a geodesic flow

being an Anosov type aystea the correlation functions

decay exponentially [1]. Based on these results Re see

that if the Universe ia open (k=-l, O<1 and spatial

three-»anifold is compact without boundary) then the

corresponding characteristic time scale determined by

Kolmogorov-Slnai (KS) entropy actually depends on the size

of the Universe only. Calculations show that in certain

cases the effect of decay of correlations can lead to a

decrease of Initial perturbations of photon gas far below

the present experimental level.

Finally within this approach we briefly discuss the

problem of the observed fractal structure of large scale

Universe. We present a formula relating the fractal

dimension (spatial) and dynamical characteristics of the

filaments. The Importance of another parameter - fractal

dimension (if any) In 6-dlmensioaal (x.v) space - for

understanding of the dynamical evolution of filaments is

also mentioned.

S. Why Alternative Mechanisms?

Flrs_t̂  however, let us answer the question : why It is

BO crucial the consideration of alternative approach to

the problem of izotropixation of tfwB ?

Its particular interest, in our opinion is determined

by step by step increasing gap between the results of

experimental search of anisotropy of Mwb and theoretical

considerations on the origin of filamentary structure of

the observed Universe, For details referring to excellent

reviews in [8] and [9] let us only briefly remind the

situation.

According to conventional models the primordial

fluctuations leading to the formation of the large scale

structure of the Universe should be survived as anisotropy

of MwB. Anisotropy of temperature on different angular

scales AT(d)/T correspond to different filaments and,

hence, in general are determined by different physical

processes. Anlsotropies on Bcalesi

1) 0<e<l" are believed to correspond to galaxies;

2) 1'<£<1° - to clusters of galaxies and superclusters;

3) On more than several angular degrees can be of

primordial nature so far as they exceed the scale of

horizon at the epoch of recombination.

For illustrative purposes let us represent some

observational results on AT(»)/AT( for references

[8,9]):
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(The positive result on anisotropy by Davies et al [81

probably requires serious investigation of all

corresponding non-cosmological effects).

These data already have excluded a number of

theoretical models (e.g.with massive neutrino), the

others, such as isocurvature, nonbaryonlc models with

early lonizatlon, etc. can be excluded if no anisotropy

will be detected on a level below the present experimental

one by a factor 2*3 [8-10].

3.Decay of Correlations

Let (X, SB, v. f) toe a dynamical system where X is a

smooth manifold, S is a e-algebra of measurable sets, p is

normalized measure on SB

ti : » * [ 0 , 1 ] ,



and

Here f 1B a measure preserving diffeomorphisi

t : X * X,

V B e »

Consider trajectory 0^ passing by point x of manifold X

Ji e Z },

In general one cannot obtain x In any given problem

precisely, it is possible only by certain finite

accuracy.Therefore actually the space X is being splitted

into finite measurable sets ?,,...,?„ :

?4« 3Sf i s If — {1. • - - , HJ,

and instead of f"x one can say only to which ?, f°x

belong; denoting the index of that ? by a we will have
n

the following transformation
S : x - { ...,a_ « « } s { « > c, e H

8 : X N
that is

V n e tf fnx

Therefore Instead of precise 0 x trajectory we have a

sequence { a > only,n
If one chooses the initial point x by measure p

arbitrary then the measure of oncertalnty-the entropy will

be

For splittings ? and T) the conditional entropy is also

defined by well known form

where

and H(f |)j) = H(?) when K and » are Independent, i.e.

measurement r> contains no information on ? .

Consider conditional entropy H(f|fn?) which is the

uncertainty at ?=f°? O-moment, if the results of the

•eastiresent at fnf. n - K K n t are known. Depending on their

behavior dynamical systems can be divided into two classes:

a) Deterministic HCtlf"?) « H(O when n t h moment

determines 0-th;

b) Chaotic HC^If11?) * H(f) when n-th moment contains no

information on 0-th one.

The behavior of conditional entropy Is determined by

correlation function [11]

bg g.(n)=|Jdp<x)g(f
nx)g'(x) - /

g.g € I

It is known that for axiom-A diffeomorphisms if g and

belong to certain class then 3 C .,n > 0 such that
g»g c

-exp{-n/n
C

where [14]

l/nca. h(f),

h(f) is the RS-entropy of transformation f.

function b(n) is decreasing by exponential law,

When

then

the

one

can speak on a characteristic time n during which the

(entropy Increases) by a
c'

Initial information decreases

factor e

anything on 0 moment.

If one has initial perturbations of a size r in

space X on average distance p, then the time during

i.e. the measurement at moment n»nc cannot tell

phase

which

all initially perturbed regions will mix is n ,i.e.

p=r exp(nc-h),

nc=l/h-ln(p/r)=l/h-ln(c)

The dynamical system defined above corresponds to

discrete time. Such systems can be defined for continuous

time also: t

f°=identity f*f(J=ft+B 1

e.g. the geodesic flow defined as follows:if H is a

closed Riemannian d-dlmensional manifolds with metric g,

then dynamical system defined by Hamlltonlan on X=SH

H(x,P)=l/2 g
ab(x)papb,

determines a geodesic flow



r><x(O).p(O))-*(x(t),p(t)). H(x,p)=l.

If for VxeB and Vp 2- surface from SH, the
two-dimensional curvature satisfies the condition

then one has Anosov flow [I], with

bgig.(t) - 0.

Assume that the correlation function decreasing by

exponential law, I.e. 3 C ,.,t > 0

where
l/tca. h(f).

tc is the characteristic time of decrease of perturbations

proportional to tcs» 1/n-ln(c). Thus such flow at t»t

loses completely an Initial Information.

4. Isotropization In Open Friedmannlan Universe

HOB we apply the described above mechanism of decay of

correlations to the problem of evolution of perturbations

of photon gas In the open Friedmanalan Universe.

Let V=HxRl be {3+1)-dimensional manifold with

Robertaon-Halker metric

daZ=-dt2+K2 (t > • der2,

dc^tl-l/Atx 2^ 2^ 2)]" 1 (dx2+dy2+ds2).

as it Is shorn in [12], the geodesic flow on this

space can be reduced to a geodesic flow on

three-dimensional closed submanifold Jf : H(t)=R(tn)=»_ of
2

V, with metric dc . The afflne parameter is determined as
follows

Mt)-X<t0)=const J* dr H ~
1 ( T ) light-like geodesic,

thus the two geodesies In V should deviate according to

the law

L(t)=R(t) exp(h

where h is the KS-entropy of geodesies on H

h* 1/RO

Thus the correlation function decreases as

exp(-h X(t))

then

In the case of open Prledmannian Universe

tQH(t) « t", tQ = t(z=1000)a 10
5 yrs,

Mt)*JdT-T~a=<l/(l-«)

L(t)artC<-e»p[tl"*'/fR0(l-a))],

whence

ln(O/4.

Similar results can be obtained for arbitrary

evolution laws ol the Universe with ks-1, O<1; e.g. for

Inflationary Universe t »t(3=0)=>lu1(>yrs. Evidently this

fact cannot support the "Inflation" scenario.

During time scale T = m 1 / ( l~ a* tc the information

should be lost by a factor exp(-m).

Let us numerically evaluate the role of the considered

mechanism of decrease of perturbations of KwB for present

epoch.

The sizes of Initial perturbed regions can be

evaluated using, the typical present distances between

clusters of galaxies and superclusters P and their sizes r:

ln(c)=ln(p/r)*ln(25Mpc/5Hpc)=.1.6

From here we have
10 yrs

107 5yrs

a=l/2

e.=2/3

i.e. the perturbations 6(a=1000) should decrease as



follows ( for T=t. 10 yrs we have m 107'5 1 0 " a ) a

6(s=0)=<S(z=1000)

exp(-l

So far as the Universe after the recombination epoch

is considered to expand by H at t2#/3 low then we can write
_^

0(2=0) < &(z=l000)~10
Thus we see that only due to geometrical properties of

an open universe with ( k=-l,O<l ) any perturbations of

MwB existing at z=1000 should be decreased to a level far

below the present experimental sensitivity. The important

point here is. evidently, the fulfilling of the conditions

(fi<l). Though a number of observational data support the

latter ( fro* recent estimates see [13] ), the situation

here is far from being clear. It is not excluded that due

to the considered effect one can have in future a

possibility of searching this principal problem via

properties of HwB.

5. On the Fractal Nature of the Universe

Finally let us briefly mention one more application of

the approach presented above and concerned the so called

fractal distribution of the large scale structure of the

Universe. The consideration of statistical properties of

galaxies and their clusters as dynamical systems enables

one (for details see [16]) proceeding from

Shennon-McHillan-Brelman theorem [17] to derive the

following expression

dF(T)F d (1- (d-l)/d exp (-T/T)),

where dg. 1B the fractal dimension empirically being

obtained via one parameter (radius) representation of

two-point spatial correlation function for galaxies,

clusters and superclusters [8,15]:

dF= 3 - r - 1-2;

T is the relaxation time scale of the systems [2]

T a. 1011 {v/500km/s)(n/50Mpc"3)"2/3(B/1010Mo>"
1yra

(v.n and H being average peculiar velocity, concentration

and masses of the galaxies), T is the Hubble tine.

Thus one has a formula representing the possible

dependence of fractal dimension d_ via physical

("observable**) characteristics of the filaments (cf. this

conclusion with multifractal description [18,19]), e.g.

investigating two groups of objectB - more and less

"mixed" clusters (or their corresponding regions).

Finally, note the importance of another quantity

-fractal dimension 6 of 6-dimensional (x.v) apace,

considering the possibility of representation of

correlation function ?(x,v) as a power law dependence on

6-radlus :

where

P2=rZ
+v

2-

i.e. the existence of fractal structure In that space.

Assume the case when the main role of the formation of

filamentary structure have attractor type systems. Then it

is useful to remind Kaplan-Torke hypothesis [20] relating

the fractal dimension £ and Ljrapunov characteristic

numbers

where

Evidently,

0 and
* 1 "•

j < & <

This enables one to obtain general conclusions on the

nature of dissipative processes and, hence the structure

of final configurations e.g. when 1<<5<2 and 2«S<3 then

4=1, 0,

10



2, 0,

respectively. In the first case, the attracting set can be a line

(string) only, in the second, a surface or a line.

Evidently, this information is crucial for understanding the

basic phenomena responsible for the observed fractal pattern (say,

Ikeuchl-Ostriker-Cowie explosion mechanism, etc.).
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